Moody’s Asset-Backed Commercial Paper (ABCP) Research Service is the leading source worldwide for credit ratings and research on asset-backed commercial paper.

- Have direct access to Moody’s analytical team worldwide to receive answers to your questions one-on-one via telephone, teleconferences, and through in-person briefings. All clients also have access to our client support group, available to address ratings-related inquiries, distribute research, or to help you reach the appropriate analyst.

- Read our market commentaries, rating methodologies, deal research and updates. Look for our U.S. Multi-Seller, U.S. Credit Arbitrage and European ABCP Market Snapshots describing key statistics on the largest ABCP conduits by rating, asset type, industry, originator, credit enhancement and liquidity.

- Keep on top of key market developments affecting ABCP issuers and investors through special reports focusing on new legislation, product innovations, changes to liquidity and enhancement structures, market growth, new asset or structure types, global/regional trends, or other issues vital to the market.

- Through our ABCP Query application, access detailed information on administrator, asset type, liquidity, and credit enhancement. ABCP Query is updated twice a month.

- Participate in teleconferences and briefings oriented towards market-moving events and have access to our popular “ABCs of ABCP” and “PhDs of ABCP” conference series.

With 95 percent worldwide coverage, Moody’s is the comprehensive source for ABCP information.

Coverage
Moody’s rates the entire spectrum of programs, including partially and fully supported, single- and multi-seller, securities arbitrage transactions and structured investment vehicles (SIVs) in the U.S., Australia, Asia and Europe.

Insight
Issuers, investors and intermediaries across the globe depend on Moody’s for timely, deal-specific insight and informed market commentary.

Innovation
We continue to develop new products to help investors and program sponsors better monitor their credit risk in the global ABCP conduit market.
Moody’s ABCP Research Service provides:

**Deal Research**

- Moody’s ABCP Program Reviews: updated frequently, these offer in-depth deal highlights, Moody’s rating opinion, asset overviews, enhancement, liquidity and other deal features.
- Rating Action Announcements: real-time news of ratings assignments or actions. Affirmations are published weekly and monitoring is ongoing.
- Performance Overviews: current statistics on each deal’s structure, ratings, collateral, credit support, current balance, principal and interest distributions, loans past due, credit support and other vital information. For all European deals only.

**Rating Methodologies:** Our approach to assessing credit quality in specific assets, transaction types and world markets.

**Market Commentary**

- Special Reports: credit commentary on key market developments affecting ABCP issuers and investors.
- U.S. ABCP Multi-seller & Credit Arbitrage Market Snapshots: monthly reports describing the largest multi-seller and credit arbitrage conduits.
- European ABCP Market Snapshot: an overview of European ABCP conduits.
- ABCP Market Summary: key trends and statistics in European ABCP.
- Financial Guarantor Research: in-depth reports and special comments on MBIA, FSA, FGIC, AMBAC, and other primary monoline insurers and reinsurers.

**ABCP Program Index:** all outstanding programs, sorted by criteria like program name, outstandings, administrator, asset type, program type, supported type, or country. Updated Quarterly.

Moody’s ABCP Query gives you the option to access complete statistics on program ratings and industry exposures, seller asset mix, program credit enhancement and liquidity providers, with a range of flexible view and sort options.

View the particulars of a conduit, compare one conduit to another, or to the multi-seller and credit arbitrage markets as a whole. Investors can also input dollar-weighted portfolios to compare risk against that of the larger market.

Information

To learn more about Moody’s ABCP Services, please contact your sales representative or call Moody’s at one of the locations listed:

- Americas Client Desk +1-212-553-1658 clientservices@moodys.com
- EMEA Client Desk +44-20-7772-5454 clientservices.emea@moodys.com
- Asia-Pacific Client Desk +852-3551-3077 clientservices.asia@moodys.com
- Japan Client Desk +81.3.5408.4100 clientservices.japan@moodys.com